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Dear authors,

the paper you have submited is a valuable addition to the future research on global
change and possible effect detection. The datasets are spanning a long time period and in
combination with other datasets from the german bight it becomes tremendousely
valuable to other researchers.

Nevertheless, there are some aspects which came to my attention trying to review the
datasets. 

The figure 2/a)seams trivial and with only little additional value to the existing text

The figure 2/b) are the inserts really necessary? The overall information of more
standardized sampling efforts in the later years seams obviouse from the scatter plots
already. I would argue, that it would be possible to combine all 4 seasons, by  different
shapes and colors and downscaling the size of te figure. It remains that it is valuble
information to see the sampling effort over time.

In the text of this page it seams that there is some confusion in the text. Lines 157 "more
than 63000 data were collected..." in a data journal I expect more precise information on
what was collected. Suggestion: "data points". In the same line, it is mentioned, that in
5700 RV Mya Cruises? 5700 cruises would mean 15 years of 1 cruise per day. I'm
guessing, that there is confusion between "Events" and cruises. one cuise contains several
sampling events, so maybe there is a missinterpretation. Especially, in comparsion with
the 300 land base samplings, this number sounds more reasonable.



The detailed figurs you present are diffiult to compare, because the combination of lines
and datapoints in the same figure for such a long timeperiod make the figures difficult to
read and in some areas just a black bubble. This is also increased by sticking to the x-
achis sacling  always to 1973, instead of spreading the shorter timeseries in the figures for
better readability. A comment in the caption could be information enough to the reader.

Example SST 3/b: May be plotting the summer values and the winter values (or annual
max and min values) to shor the range could be a better description to what to expect
when using this dataset. I would like to see more combined figures of the different
stations, instead of the Sylt Roads alone. But a good visualization is key to this.

The section related datasets is by fare to large, the size of the paper should be more
compact.

In any case the usability of the data need some more investment. The years of 2014 to
2019 are directly available and require several downloads. But for the earlier years it is
neessary to follow the DOI: https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.150032 which then
provides about 40 to 50 new DOIs which to download. Hopefully, there are no more of
these collection dois included in these new DOIs. The cascading style of the PIDs is not
very friendly to users. I know that this may be out of the control of the authors, but this is
also a comment to the edtors, to avoid such cascading PIDs for the future of reviewing the
data.
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